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Click on the red underlined text for 

more information. 

Events for TCRCM 

 Every Thursday, 12:00– Lunch at Ster-

ling’s Restaurant on the River in Richland 

 Take Off and Grow, June 4, 10:00– 3:00 

 Club Mtg, June 21 at Pages’ patio 7:PM 

 Pancake Breakfast (8:00-9:00) and Fun 

Flying, June 25 

 

Events for Yakima Valley Aero Modelers  

Ben’s Strip, 3513 Cheyne Road, Zillah, WA 

 Fall Classic, Sept. 16th, 17th and 18th,  

 

Events for Red Apple Flyers 

5201 4th Street SE, East Wenatchee 

 Cubs and Cousins, July 30-31 

 Warbirds over Wenatchee, Aug. 13-14 

 

Events for Weavers Airfield,  

2395 Hampton Road, Othello, WA    

 Fly and Auction, June 17-19 

 IMAC June 24-26 

 July 4th, July 1-4 
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From the Editor 

Checklist for 

packing your rig 

to go flying: 

 Planes 

 Batteries/fuel 

 Snacks/lunch 

 Drinks 

 Sunglasses 

 Sunscreen 

 Camp chair 

 Trash bag(s) 

 Hat with brim 

 Plane stand (?) 

 Jacket, as 

needed 

 Towels, opt. 

Now, it’s time to 

drive to the field 

and unload, visit 

with friends, and 

then return home 

for your transmit-

ter. 

 

Calendar of events 

https://tcrcm.com/
http://yvam.net/
https://www.redappleflyers.org/
http://www.weaversairfield.com/
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Hello All; 
 
As I prepare to write this month’s arti-
cle, I remember those that served to 
protect our freedom, those that gave of 
themselves to protect the country, and 
those that gave their lives to ensure we 
are free.  Memorial Day is the time to 
remember, celebrate and thank all who 
have given.   

 
Spring started slowly and brought us a mixed bag of weather.  Some 
of this weather dampened our plans for the club, but with persever-
ance and or stubbornness, we made it thru and hosted some very 
well attended events.  I would like to thank the membership for 
their participation, assistance and flexibility to change plans and 
support the club and all of those responsible for the planning and 
execution of the events.    
 
Our flying site improvement projects are starting to take place.  You 
may have noticed the new storage container at the field.  This con-
tainer will become the new work shop and storage unit for our 
equipment and field support needs.  The old shed will be removed 
and disposed of.  It has served the club well for over 20 years.  In 
addition, we will be adding 5 new starting and assembly tables, a 
battery charging station and increasing the size of the opening of 
the safety fence at two locations to allow access for larger aircraft.   
 
June brings our Take Off and Grow event, AKA Learn to Fly.  This 
event was a big success last year.  We plan on this year’s event to be 
just as successful as well.  With the support of Hobby Town USA, 
our local hobby store, we will open our field to anyone interested in 
the hobby, in hopes of building new relationships and possibly new 

members.  Mark the date on your calendar June 4 2022.  Plan on 
coming out to the field to enjoy the event.  We will have a flight 
simulator, flight instruction, aircraft set up, transmitter verifica-

tion, and aircraft that new and prospective members can fly.  We 
will be setting up a display area again this year to show off your 
equipment.  Food will be available, donations will be accepted.  Fly-
ing demonstrations and possible flying skill competitions will be 
presented during lunch time.   
 
As with any event, Bob will be looking for volunteers to ready the 
field for the day’s festivities.  Grass cutters, weed eaters, table 
cleaners and repair, etc.  Please support the efforts required to 
ready the field.   
 
 If you missed the club breakfast last month, you have another 
chance on June 25, 2022.  The culinary arts of Chef Scott, Camille 
and “Flapjack Billy” Guillermo will be available from 8 am to 9 am.  
As one member, who shall remain unnamed can attest, the pan-
cakes are to die for, and he should know, as we understand over the 
two days of breakfast in May he consumed more pancakes than the 
average man needs in a lifetime.   
 
The club will be hosting a meeting of the general membership on 
June 21, 2022 @ 7:PM.  Scott and Camille have offered to host the 
membership in their back yard.  Please plan on attending.  More in-
formation to follow and a call for agenda items will be sent out clos-
er to the meeting date.   
 
Looking forward to seeing you all out at the field.  Please remember 
to clean up and lock up as you leave the field.    
 
Cheers for now, Jim (Torch) Anderson, President TCRCM. 
 
 
 

Message From the President  
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May 6, 2022 

Members present: Jim Anderson, Larry Fitch, Bob Anderson, Bill Bowen, 

Camille Page, Scott Page, John Patton. 

Presiding: Jim Anderson, Minutes: John Patton 

Financial report: Larry 

Larry reported the current bookkeeping program 

does not work on new computers. After dis-

cussion it was decided TCRCM would sub-

scribe to QuickBooks at $12/ month. This will 

allow automatic backup on the “cloud” as well 

as ease of transferring to new office holder when needed. 

Current paid membership is at 49.  

Grants 

Grant for Take Off and Grow was approved by district AMA. 

City of Richland grant request approved;  

 AMA Site Improvement grant still pending; should be notified 

soon of amount. . 

Projects 

Jim presented outlines of charging stations and starting tables. 

Will begin purchasing material and construction after grants 

are received. 

Jim presented several options for a Conex box from vendors on 

west side. Board authorized Jim to procure a new 40’ box for 

up to $7500, delivered. 

We will use current funds as necessary to procure. 

 

Calendar  

 Breakfast at the field May 14 at 9:00 AM, served by various members, 

donations only to the members. 

 Pattern – May 21 – 22. Breakfast and lunch both days to be provide by 

a member, 

 ARC - TBD 

 Take Off and Grow – June 4. 

 Club meeting June 21  

Horizon Hobby will donate a raffle prize. 

Jeremy at Hobby Town will also provide prizes as well as simulator and 

other support. 

Don will follow up with Jeremy on Jeremy’s support as well 

as making sure the temporary AMA memberships will func-

tion properly. 

Lunch provided by members, 

Intend to have more club centered events as members vol-

unteer to organize. 

Also suggested was a “night flight” fly in. 

Food at events and donations. 

The Board or the club will not be involved in food service or planning. All 

food served at the field is at members’ initiative.  

TCRCM Leading Edge Newsletter 

Board members are encouraged to submit  photos and articles to 

Camille. We should also encourage members to submit photos 

and articles. 

Board should also ask members if they are getting copies to en-

sure mailing list is up to date. 

Meetings 

Jim will schedule Board of Directors’ meeting every other month. 

Club meetings will be monthly, currently on the 3rd Tuesday of 

each month beginning June 21. 

Venue to be determined, but Scott and Camille have offered their 

backyard to on June 21 @ 7:PM. 

Safety 

Jim presented current Safety Rules and a proposed revision. 

Board members to review and give comment to Jim. 

Several “near misses” (or is that a “near hit”?) were discussed as 

well as flight line communication. 

TCRCM BoD Meeting Minutes 
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We should all be aware of the flight and field situations at any 

time and encourage spotters to ensure take offs, landings, 

dead sticks, and other communications are given and acknowl-

edged. 

Additional- Jim Truitt asked for permission to have the TCRCM logo dis-

played on his trailer. Board agreed this was a reasonable use of the 

logo. 

The Board thanks Camille and Scott for lunch and hospitality. 

BoD Minutes, continued The Conex Has Landed 

Years of planning have come to fruition. The ongoing discus-

sions of replacing the shed have seen various ideas, budgets, 

red tape, hemming and hawing. It has all been put to rest 

with the purchase of a 

40 foot Conex contain-

er. This will be a sturdy 

solution for safe stor-

age. Considerations are 

bring given to add elec-

tricity, shelving, and 

possibly windows. 

 

Plenty of supervisors  

were on hand. 
It is adjacent to the fence on 

the east side of the shed. 

Slidin’ off the skateboard. 

Planning or scheming? 

Part of the process of becoming an RC pilot includes the required “test” 

to achieve status as a “solo” pilot.  This test is administered by club flight 

instructors to ascertain if, and verify that  a pilot has the necessary skills 

to SAFELY fly at the club field with other members.    As with all things; 

continual purposeful practice will keep pilot skills sharp.  As the new 

season of flying unfolds it’s a wise practice to self administer the test for 

a solo pilot to determine if you still have the skills necessary to fly safely.  

If you find you are a bit rusty on one maneuver or another, consider 

spending some dedicated flight time to iron out the wrinkles.  Landings, 

for example, are not just the end of a flight—but are a precise series of 

maneuvers to terminate flight in an organized and controlled manner.  

This is important not only for the safety 

of the aircraft, but also for the safety 

and peace of mind of  others present.  

You can find the maneuvers for the solo 

test at the club website https://

tcrcm.com/flight-instruction/ 

https://tcrcm.com/flight-instruction/
https://tcrcm.com/flight-instruction/
https://tcrcm.com/flight-instruction/
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There is nothing like an unfortunate event (crash) to refocus a 

person on the basics.  In my case – I recently relearned the im-

portance of range checking.  It seems as our radios have gotten 

progressively more reliable – many of us – or at least I have 

gotten far more complacent in essential practices such as 

range checking.  If truth be told – I suspect that most of the 

readers of this article 

have also gotten com-

placent about range 

checking – as well as 

other important practices such as antenna placement.  

It's my opinion that if I have not done everything to avoid Loss 

of Signal – such as range checking, proper antenna placement 

– even assuring that I’ve purchased a radio that’s consistently 

reliable (not just cheap) – then any “radio failure” is in fact, my 

failure.  With that in mind, my recent crash from loss of signal 

is my fault.   Lesson learned.   

When should we do a range check?  1. Before the maiden, 2. Af-

ter a crash or abrupt landing, 3. After long storage period, 4. At 

the start of the season, 5. The first time a plane is flown at a 

new field, 6. After making ANY electrical changes in the model, 

7. Anytime there is a suspect signal alarm or event to make you 

question the integrity of the radio link.   Back “in the day” it 

was recommended that range check be done before flying eve-

ry single day.  Maybe I’m lazy, but this seems a bit overkill – es-

pecially since few, if any, of us do range checks religiously at 

the 7 instances I outlined above. 

Where should WE do a range check?  Absolutely, positively, at 

the field where it will be flown.  Radio interference is invisi-

ble…. until it isn’t.  When it isn’t it’s when the model suddenly 

has a mind of its own.  You want to ascertain if there is inter-

ference at the location you’ll be flying.  That said – the first 

flight you should watch for very specific locations that may 

have interference from 

unseen high gain an-

tenna links. 

How to range check?  

The old school method of range checking was to collapse the 

telescopic antenna and walk away from the model wiggling the 

sticks until signal was lost.  As 2.4ghz systems don’t have tel-

escopic antennas (thank goodness) the radios have a “low 

power mode”. The same practice of placing the transmitter into 

low power and examining how far one can get from the model 

until signal is lost is employed for old school 2.4 ghz systems 

Invoking range check mode has the effect of cutting RANGE by 

a factor of 30. In other words, the distance you get in range 

check mode, which should be 50m, can be multiplied by 30 to 

get an estimate of the range when not in range check mode. So 

– if you get 50 meters from the aircraft in range check mode 

and you multiply that by 30 your effective range is 1500 me-

ters  (0.93 miles) – sufficient for RC Line of Sight flying.   Un-

Safety Article- Range Checking  
by Scott Page 

If our radio or our practices don’t assure the best radio link possible, 
we may be accepting an unacceptable risk. 
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derstand that this does not mean that POWER is reduced by a 

factor of 30. Rather, power is reduced by 30 squared or 900. 

Thus the power is cut to about 0.1% of normal for range check 

mode. 

Modern 2.4ghz systems such as the RadioMaster 16TX, or 

FrSky Taranis or Horus, or others will monitor the RSSI 

(Receiver Signal Strength Indicator) and can alert the user to 

low signal situations BEFORE signal is lost.  This is also useful 

when doing range check as the range check procedure will dis-

play the RSSI on the transmitter screen while the operator 

moves away from the model – thus you don’t need to check 

range for the failure point – but for a point leaning toward not 

crashing.     

Finally, Range checking should be done with the airplane off 

the ground and in a variety of orientations.  I’d recommend 

having a friend hold the aircraft up while changing orientation 

while you move backwards either wiggling the sticks watching 

the control 

surfaces, or 

monitoring the 

RSSI on Tx 

screen until 

you find the point where signal is lost or otherwise too low.   

Bottom line – we should all perform range checks at the times 
prescribed earlier.  Reliable radio link is one of the most criti-
cal safety components.  If our radio, or our practices don’t as-

sure the best radio link possible we may be accepting an unac-
ceptable risk to other’s health or property – not to mention to 

our aircraft.   

 

Range Checking, continued by Scott Page 

Click for video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fH5a92drYZQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fH5a92drYZQ
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There are a wide variety of reasons for dissatisfaction 
with a hobby dealer.  I find that often the dealer catches 
the blame for circumstances outside their control— such 
as the gorillas at USPS, UPS, or FedEx playing soccer & hide 
and seek with our packages.  Other factors, such as inabil-
ity to source critical components, or government bureau-
cracy can foul up acquisition of our hobby supplies. Re-
cently receivers have been as rare as hens teeth, but this is 
not the fault of the respective manufacturers, or their deal-
ers.   Then there are times – too many times — when a 
dealer chooses to consistently sell utter garbage and/or 
give little or no customer support. These dealers are gen-
erally well known to veteran hobbyists, but not so much 
for the new guys.  It’s times like these when a good deal is-
n’t always a good deal — not that there are not some very 

good deals out there.  It’s important to 
also acknowledge that the quality of a 
particular dealer may change in either 
direction over time both in terms of 
product quality and customer service. 

My intention is not to grind my own axe about a specific 
vendor, but to acquire your cautionary tales to be shared 
with other members, especially the rookies.   It’s not infre-
quent that I hear a newer hobbyist relate a story about 
purchasing an inferior radio, aircraft, or electronics from a 
vendor veterans shun only to find they’ve wasted their 
money on a product too lame to save.   I recently did exact-

ly this, and I knew better.  I wanted a 
specific airframe and could only find it 
available from a dealer I KNOW deals 
in crap and has dealt in crap consist-
ently for a decade, Banana Hobby.  I put 
on my blinders, and I bought it anyway.  
Before the first flight I had four servos 
flat out fail and I replaced the very ane-
mic ESC.  I spent more on replacing 
components than the whole thing cost 
in the first place.  Ya, not a good deal.  
The plane flew well after my remake, but in trying to save 
a few bucks I’d reused a previously crashed receiver that 
I’d repaired.  Yet another mistake!  I neglected to range 
check the repaired receiver (another mistake) and on 
about the 6th flight the whole misadventure plummeted to 
the ground and took a rapid journey to the landfill.  

I’d like to invite you to share your stories of dealer 

misadventures in two ways.  First by taking the monthly 

survey and in doing so you’ll qualify for a chance to win a 

Lipo battery from RCBATTERY.COM.  The survey will ask 

you 1. Your name, 2. A dealer to avoid and 3. Your gold 

standard dealer.  Upon submission of the survey you will 

be entered to win a LiPo battery.  Winners will be chosen 

at random by my Amazon Alexa.   In addition to complet-

ing the survey help spread the word of dealers to avoid or 

dealers to embrace by sending a story of a misadventure 

or success to tri.city.rc.modelers.@gmail.com.  Selected 

stories will be included in the July newsletter.   

Crap Dealer Misadventures 
                                  by Scott Page 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TPH6SDH
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TPH6SDH
http://www.rcbattery.com
mailto:tri.city.rc.modelers.@gmail.com
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The winner of the RCbattery.com Lipo battery this month 

is Guillermo Castaneda.  Guillermo, or “Gee” 

as he’s more commonly known, was chosen by 

Amazon Alexa from the ONLY 8 entries we re-

ceived. Guillermo chose to receive a 3300mah 

4S 60C ($36 value).   I find it difficult to under-

stand how guys will grouse about the price of 

gas or scrimp on quality gear for their airplane – yet will not take 

the opportunity to win a FREE brand new 

high quality Lipo battery each month.   

What’s up with that anyway??   

One more thing you should know about 

“Gee”.  He has received his call-sign and is henceforth known as 

“Flap Jack Billy.”  This call-sign is in homage of the amazing pan-

cakes he whomped up for breakfast both days of the pattern 

event.   

Speaking of amazing pancakes, We’ll be holding another CLUB 

BREAKFAST on June 25 from 8:00 to 9:00.  As always there will be 

no charge for the breakfast however donations will be accepted in 

order to cover the cost of supplies, material and acquire further 

equipment.  We WILL have coffee this time and anticipate having 

sausage, hashbrowns, eggs, and Flap Jack Billy’s amazing hotcakes.    

The point of holding these eating events it to increase the sense of 

community amongst club members.  Being members of a club give 

us a place to fly.  Being members of a community gives us friends 

to fly with.  We’re planning to have monthly club events – and 

maybe some pop-up lunch events from time to time.  Keep an eye 

on your email for announcements of pop-up events.   

Also – now that Larry S. is back in town the weekly float flying has 

commenced.  First of all a HUGE thank you to Larry for facilitating 

these events. Generally, these occur early Wednesday mornings at 

Wye Park. Starting on June 1 – we’ll be taking a gallon 

of coffee and all the fixings to the float fly so partici-

pants can get the jitters from a liberal consumption of 

caffeine and sugar.  Just as with the food events at the 

field – there will be no charge for the coffee, but dona-

tions will be accepted to facilitate procurement of sup-

plies and materials.   
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Here are the results from last month’s survey. 

The numbers were extremely close, so Bullseye 

and Flapjack Billy served both at the club 

breakfast. 
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Night flying comes in two 

flavors.  Huckfest style 

where pilots fly in the 

light of large (expensive) 

stadium style lights, and 

more traditional night 

flying where there is no 

ambient light, only the 

lights onboard the air-

craft.  Both are fun and 

exciting. 

Traditionally, LED lights are fitted to a model to illuminate at least 

the wings, but 

also fuselage 

and tail.  The 

lights generally 

operate from 

12 volts so can 

be powered by 

the flight bat-

tery via bal-

ance port, or an additional 3 cell lipo.   Below is a photo of a Bixler 

with lights and a Great Planes ElectroStik with LED’s inside the 

wing and mounted on the outside of the fusalage. 

Currently I’m aware of four off the shelf night flying airplanes 

worth considering.   

Night Timber $350.00 
https://
www.horizonhobby.com/
product/night-timber-x-
1.2m-bnf-basic-with-as3x
-and-safe-select/
EFL13850.html 
Night Radian $240.00 
https://
www.horizonhobby.com/
product/night-radian-
2.0m-bnf-basic/EFL36500.html 
Night Tundra $ 270.00 https://hobbyking.com/en_us/durafly-
night-tundra-pnf-stol-sports-model-w-full-led-lighting-system-
epo-1300mm-51.html 

RV-8 60E SUPER PNP  $579.00 https://www.flexinnovations.com/
product/rv-8-super-pnp/ 

Like many things – night flying is MUCH more fun when flying 
with others.  If you’re interested in 
getting together periodically this 
summer/fall for night flying on 
Friday or Saturday nights contact 
Scott Page @ pagesflyingcir-
cus@gmail.com.     

If we have interest in flying I’ll pick 

a day and send email notification/

invitation.  It’s my hope that we’ll 

have enough interest to have a full 

on event with guests from other 

fields late in the summer or early 

fall (when the days are shorter). 

Twilight/Night Flying by Scott Page 

https://www.horizonhobby.com/product/night-timber-x-1.2m-bnf-basic-with-as3x-and-safe-select/EFL13850.html
https://www.horizonhobby.com/product/night-timber-x-1.2m-bnf-basic-with-as3x-and-safe-select/EFL13850.html
https://www.horizonhobby.com/product/night-timber-x-1.2m-bnf-basic-with-as3x-and-safe-select/EFL13850.html
https://www.horizonhobby.com/product/night-timber-x-1.2m-bnf-basic-with-as3x-and-safe-select/EFL13850.html
https://www.horizonhobby.com/product/night-timber-x-1.2m-bnf-basic-with-as3x-and-safe-select/EFL13850.html
https://www.horizonhobby.com/product/night-timber-x-1.2m-bnf-basic-with-as3x-and-safe-select/EFL13850.html
https://www.horizonhobby.com/product/night-radian-2.0m-bnf-basic/EFL36500.html
https://www.horizonhobby.com/product/night-radian-2.0m-bnf-basic/EFL36500.html
https://www.horizonhobby.com/product/night-radian-2.0m-bnf-basic/EFL36500.html
https://www.horizonhobby.com/product/night-radian-2.0m-bnf-basic/EFL36500.html
https://hobbyking.com/en_us/durafly-night-tundra-pnf-stol-sports-model-w-full-led-lighting-system-epo-1300mm-51.html
https://hobbyking.com/en_us/durafly-night-tundra-pnf-stol-sports-model-w-full-led-lighting-system-epo-1300mm-51.html
https://hobbyking.com/en_us/durafly-night-tundra-pnf-stol-sports-model-w-full-led-lighting-system-epo-1300mm-51.html
https://www.flexinnovations.com/product/rv-8-super-pnp/
https://www.flexinnovations.com/product/rv-8-super-pnp/
mailto:pagesflyingcircus@gmail.com
mailto:pagesflyingcircus@gmail.com
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Recently, I have noticed a number of our senior members 

are crashing due to not being able to see the orientation of 

their aircraft.  This happens most frequently at either end of 

the runway during the turn to final when the visual back-

ground is no longer blue sky. Most of our members fly with 

dark sunglasses that have brown, green, or gray color.  The col-

or density of these glasses are 80% dense. This is the maxi-

mum density that one can see through. (Note: welding hoods 

have 90% color density.) 

About 15 years ago (when I was in my early 60s), I started 

having difficulty seeing the plane when flying my pattern ma-

neuvers, and the hardest thing was being able to see the wing 

tips to maintain straight 

and level flight. The plane 

was nearly impossible to 

see when the horizon was 

in my flight path, like at the 

Wenatchee field. While I 

talked to my ophthalmolo-

gist about the problem, his 

only solution was to keep 

tweaking my prescription, 

but to no avail.  Crazily 

enough, I also know his 

son, who one day came out 

to the field to watch us fly. He knew right away what my prob-

lem was: I was getting old!  It was then that I had the correct 

discussion with my eye doctor.  He provided the following 

comments: 

Aging: As we age the efficiency of our eyes to see dynamic 

objects at distances decreases, and to compensate for this, 

more light to the eye is necessary.   

Glare Management:  Glare is a major issue for us seniors as 

reflections from sun light and other sources can momentarily 

blind you.  This is where dark sunglasses help keep us safe.  

When flying our RC aircraft we position ourselves to minimize 

direct glare from the sun.  Anti-glare 

coatings are important to include in all 

of our prescription glasses. 

Colors:  Today most colored lenses 

are available with some having specific applications, depend-

ing on your activity.  Skiers use special purpose lenses to re-

duce the reflective glare of the sun from the snow, while many 

hunters use yellow lenses.  Pick the color that provides the 

best clarity for your activity. 

Tint density is just as important as picking the color of your 

lenses. For most days (when it’s sunny) I now fly with a 50% 

tint density and usually fly with amber colored lenses.  This 

provides sufficient glare management and the best clarity for 

seeing the aircraft. The amber lenses are good for clear sky 

with sun and sun with some overcast.  When fully overcast I 

use yellow lenses with a 50% tint density. 

Sunglasses: Are Yours the Correct Color?  
Reprint from October 2021 

Entiat Float Fly, Photo by Dave Holland 
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It is important to also pay attention to your frames.  I am 

sure none of us will be in any beauty contests so pick whatev-

er frame that floats your boat.  The two things to pay attention 

to are sturdiness, and will they stay on your head during all 

the movements necessary to fly and service your aircraft.    I 

have seen pilot’s glasses slip off when flying causing signifi-

cant distractions. 

Sunglasses can get very expensive if purchased from your 

local eye care suppliers.  For about 15 years I have been pur-

chasing my prescription glasses from internet suppliers and 

save 50 – 75% over local suppliers.  I use Zenni Optical and 

Eye Buy Direct for all of my purchases.  Both can provide all 

levels of prescriptions.  My current prescription/colored sun-

glasses cost is around $75 per pair with shipping, versus up-

wards of $300 if purchased locally.  

I hope the above can help my TCRCM senior friends and 

lengthen the life of your aircraft.  If you have any questions, 

please let me know.  

Respectfully 

Bill Bowen 

(paternjock@aol.com) 

Sunglasses: Are Yours the Correct Color?, continued Courtesy to Instructors  
reprint from  October 2021 

 TCRCM is extremely fortunate to have excellent instruc-

tors who go above and beyond their duties, even inviting 

people to come to their homes. Believe me, the instructors 

are not doing this for the big bucks. All are donating their 

time, energy, and resources because they want to help, to a 

point. 

Unfortunately, a few people have taken advantage of 

their generosity.  It is polite to let an instructor know ahead 

of time if you want some help so he can be prepared with 

equipment.  Additionally, if you arrange for a meeting and 

cancel last minute (or hour) you have wasted his time to 

help someone else or even get a chance to relax and fly 

something of their own choice (or build, design, repair, or 

dream). 

Besides instructors, there are some very proficient 

builders and assemblers in our club. Consider having some-

one check over your plane before you get to the field.  It can 

save time in the long run.   

Bottom line– BE RESPECTFUL! So, if an instructor gives 

you a tip on how to fly, DO IT! They have decades of experi-

ence flying and teaching.  

Many thanks to our instructors: Lyle Laughery (Chief In-

str.), Jim Anderson, Larry Salsberry, Bill Bowen, Rob Skiba 

and Scott Page. 

                                 Camille Page, editor 
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Pattern Contest, May 21-22 

Prepping the field. Help is appreciated. 

Bob diligently cares for the field... 

… and the equipment. 

Lyle Laughery, Bill Bowen, and Jim Anderson represented 

TCRCM well. 
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Five Guys for Float Flying Shakedown 

Dateline: May 25, 2022 

Wednesday Float flying 

at the Mudhole, Wye 

Park, by Bateman Island 

has resumed, weather 

permitting.  

More pilots joined in as 

the morning progressed. 

 
From back to front: Scott P,  

Larry F., Larry S., Dave M.,  

Jim R., Seawind 

Scott holds the record for the 

earliest rescue of the season… 

first day, his first attempt at tax-

iing. The glue on the factory 

made floats did not hold.  Larry 

to the rescue! Memo: check 

floats before leaving your shop. 

 

Another beautiful 

morning on the  

Columbia River. 
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It has been quite a while since we have been able to have a 

club meeting. Let’s get together on June 21st, 7:00 p.m. at the 

Pages’ patio, 5079 Pinehurst St., West Richland. Google has 

accurate directions to get there. Rumor has it there may be 

cookies. 

 

Breakfast will be served from 8:00-9:00 at the field followed 

by fun flying. Flapjack Billy will be on hand to make his in-

credible pancakes. Sausage, eggs, and hash browns will also 

be served.  

Dave Holland is organizing a competitive “ball drop”  for all 

interested pilots. Details will be forthcoming.  

Bring your aircraft 

for open flying. 

 

Club Breakfast– June 25 

Club Meeting– June 21 

Model airplanes, boats and trucks, 

oh my!  How one group of Utah  

retirees spends their days 

https://www.ksl.com/article/50413250/model-airplanes-boats-and-trucks-oh-my-how-one-group-of-utah-retirees-spends-their-days
https://www.ksl.com/article/50413250/model-airplanes-boats-and-trucks-oh-my-how-one-group-of-utah-retirees-spends-their-days
https://www.ksl.com/article/50413250/model-airplanes-boats-and-trucks-oh-my-how-one-group-of-utah-retirees-spends-their-days

